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CONCERTO NETWORKS® BRINGS SIMPLE OFFICE™ TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS TO AUSTRALIA
CONCERTO NETWORKS OF NEW ZEALAND EXPANDS OFFERINGS TO AUSTRALIA

February 3, 2006 – San Diego, CA – Concerto Networks, Inc., a business technology franchise company, announced
further international expansion with the award of its fifth master franchise license. Justin Worsley, the Concerto Networks
master franchise owner for New Zealand, will expand his business to include Australia. Justin will officially launch his
business in June 2006 to provide complete office technology solutions for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
throughout Australia. In addition to the service offerings for business, Justin will also be developing the franchise
opportunity for professionals ready to start their own business technology solutions business in New Zealand and Australia.
“I’m excited to be bringing the Concerto Networks brand to Australia. The small and medium-sized enterprise (SME)
marketplace is in great need of this type of valuable service offering that our franchise owners will ably deliver,” said
Worsley. “The franchise opportunity will also make available to technology and business professionals a unique chance to
own their own business and service the SME market with cutting-edge solutions. I look forward to growing the Concerto
Networks brand in New Zealand and Australia and beyond.”
The launch in Australia is part of Concerto Networks’ aggressive plans for international growth in 2006. The company has
identified target markets such as Asia, Canada, Africa, South America, the Middle-East and Europe as priorities for
franchise development in the coming year. Countries equipped with strong infrastructure to support advanced cellular
communications are potential markets for establishing Concerto Networks franchises.
“Concerto Networks’ franchise system is addressing a tremendous need that exists in virtually every international market by
providing consistent, high-quality business technology solutions,” said Raymond Hivoral, Founder and CEO of Concerto
Networks. “We are pleased to award Justin with the master franchise license to bring our solutions to Australia. Justin has
aggressive growth plans for the New Zealand and Australia markets and we are excited to assist him, along with his wealth
of experience in both franchising and business management, to grow the Concerto Networks brand.”
In addition to the Australia Master Franchise, there are Concerto Networks franchise licenses awarded in 20 U.S. states,
Spain, the United Kingdom, Ireland and New Zealand. Concerto Networks has open opportunities for master, area
developer, single-unit, and multi-unit franchises worldwide.
About Concerto Networks®
Concerto Networks, Inc. is an international franchise business providing professional, consistent-quality computer and
business technology solutions to small- and medium-sized businesses (SMBs), serving a critical function for this rapidly
growing market. Concerto Networks goes beyond simple troubleshooting and repair, providing the same holistic approach
to IT support and director level management enjoyed by large companies, while offering significant savings and value to
SMBs. The company's model is to build an international business technology solutions network with the expertise, processes,
systems and support necessary to provide superlative service to SMBs. Franchises are independently owned and operated by
experienced business and technology professionals.
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